
MAINTENANCE TECHNICAN-MECHANIC-SUPERVISOR 

 

Job Description 

PURE FOODS MEAT SOLUTIONS INC., a family-owned entrepreneurial Company 
located near Hwy 427 & Dundas Ave W (Etobicoke), has an immediate opening for a 
qualified maintenance Technician and Department Lead. We are a value-added meat 
processor serving major grocery chains and food service customers in Ontario and 
across Canada. 

DUTIES 

This hybrid role is a key position at our facility with maintenance responsibilities 
throughout the plant. 

The Technician-Supervisor manages and conducts plant and equipment maintenance 
activities, including preventative maintenance, adhoc and planned repairs, and minor 
improvement projects. 

Provides hands-on daily support to the plant operations ensuring all equipment and 
facilities are properly maintained and repaired, keeping manufacturing lines/machines 
running optimally and operationally safe. 

Duties include adjustments and troubleshooting issues among a variety packaging and 
processing equipment and doing maintenance tasks, general and specific, including 
fixing problems as they may happen. 

Manages the Maintenance Department’s assigned work and schedules, parts 
inventories, and work orders via CMMS (computerized maintenance management 
system). 

Coordinates and supervises some of the work done by outside contractors and trades 
when needed. 

Identifies plant and equipment issues, working closely with production supervisors and 
operations managers to solve problems and suggest improvement opportunities to 
senior Management. 

Completes work assignments that involve a wide range: mechanical, plumbing, 
hydraulics, minor electrical/electronics, lubrication, occasional minor building & 
infrastructure maintenance/repairs. Duties also includes minor repairs to walls, floors, 
and water systems, office repairs, compressed air and heating & cooling systems. 

Advises on parts requirements, assists in ordering and management of parts storage 
and inventory, including maintenance supplies and tools. 



Responsibilities for the right candidate could expand in future to include vendor and 
contractor evaluation, performance and pricing, managing dept budgets, costs and 
supervision of minor capital projects. 

QUALIFICATIONS 

Minimum 5 years manufacturing maintenance experience in light industrial environment, 
including hands on and Leadership roles. Ideal candidate would have 10+ years such 
experience. 

Minimum 3 years in food industry operations roles. Meat plant experience a big plus. 

Relevant post-secondary education and/or trades certification and/or significant 
industrial training in a relevant technical field required. 

Hands on experience in maintaining and repairing packaging, processing and/or 
manufacturing equipment. 

Ideal candidate would have familiarity with various food processing and packaging 
equipment. 

Superior troubleshooting skills and technical acumen required for intricacies of specialty 
packaging and processing machines. Must have superior observational skills, 
troubleshooting ability and excellent attention to detail. 

Effective troubleshooting skills a must, coupled with common sense insight and practical 
application of basic repair techniques using variety of hand and powered tools. 

English proficiency is required. Solid math and computer skills a must. IT and/or PLC 
knowledge a plus. 

Knowledge of CFIA, HACCP, SQF (or BRC) required. Safety First attitude is a must. 

Qualified candidates are to supply and use their own basic hand tools and wrench sets. 
Powered and specialty tools are supplied by the Company. 

Candidates must be physically fit to endure the necessary physical aspects which 
accompanies typical maintenance work, including occasionally heavy lifting. 

NOTE: This is a unique role that combines “Supervisor” and “Technician” where the 
work is planned and done by this same one person. We are in expansion mode, thus as 
production and manufacturing operations continue to grow, a 2nd technician is planned 
to be added to the maintenance department. Currently the one-person department is 
managed directly by and reports to the Sr. Operations Manager. The department and 
plant are currently supported by contractors (trade-persons) regularly and as-when 
needed. 



THE JOB 

Salaried, full-time permanent position 

Annual salary: Industry competitive, negotiable, based qualifications and experience 

Remuneration includes potential bonus provisions. 

Day shift weekdays, plus some Saturdays 

Extra hours required at times to effect necessary repairs 

Benefits include Extended Medical, Dental, Life Ins, AD&D, LTD. 

Safety footwear and tool allowance available. 

Thanking all applicants in advance, only those chosen for interviews will be contacted. 

APPLICANTS PLEASE NOTE: This is a permanent full-time key position, so those who 
are currently temporarily out of work due to COVID19, with the utmost respect for your 
situation in a difficult time, we ask you be honest with your intentions before deciding to 
apply. You and we both will invest considerable time and effort in your intensive and 
extended training as our new Maintenance Technician and Department Lead. We may 
require your commitment via written contract to a minimum term upon you accepting an 
employment offer, with a financial penalty for premature resignation if you decide to 
return to your old job when it may resume at such time in the near future. 

 


